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A8x6 X6x1 B8x1.

system of 8 equations :  
A X = B 
least square fit :   
At C A X = At C B   

C : diagonal matrix with weights 
of mi, j  measurements  

Covariance of parameters  
given by: [At C A]-1 
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We can then bin in uv 
each observation’s residual  
and plot the weighted mean
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Toy test case

130 < RA < 190  
15 < dec <55 

From 2019/03/21 to 2019/04/10 (new moon: 2019/04/05) 
Fit so far limited to PS1 calibrator stars (should ease 
comparison with ZTF Zp ) 

https://me.lsst.eu/bracine/ZTF/20210716_ZTF_ubercal_first_try/

Away from gal. plane and close to anticentre

~3 million stars 
18 million sources 
15 M in main grid 
3 M in secondary

~2000 square degrees

ZTF-g

https://me.lsst.eu/bracine/ZTF/20210716_ZTF_ubercal_first_try/


6 month case

https://me.lsst.eu/bracine/ZTF/20210716_ZTF_ubercal_first_try/

~8.8 million stars 
261 million sources 
3.1 million images

ZTF-r

all ra 
dec > -30 

From 2019/03/01 to 2019/08/31  
Fit now using a intersection of PS1 and Gaia stars

~30000 square degrees (fsky=0.74)

Reduced stats: 

Selection :  
13 < PS1 mag_r < 18.5 
SNR > 10 (in psf phot: ⚠)  
Edge cut: 30 pixels 
No isolation (see later) 

https://me.lsst.eu/bracine/ZTF/20210716_ZTF_ubercal_first_try/
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Dust spots still visible
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Fitted mag shift due to reference 
Having a shift due to starflats?  
Is is with 0 mean? 
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Lucky dithering ! 

O(arcmin) pointing dithering 
Stars at the boundary are observed by 
adjacent quadrant (CCD?) 

Reconsider edge cuts (30 pix for now) 
Even reinforce stats there?  
What about starflats on these edges. 
Could go to higher res than quadrant?

For now, quadrant resolution 
« not positive definite » 
Can use regularization,  
but not sure of meaning for 
« disconnected islands »
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Crowding
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Time and memory

For 6 month case (in R):  
- Download Gaia cat (1 time thing) 
- Download masks and sciimg: 16h for August on 300 cpu, 3 crashes… 
- Perform AP (and filter) : 69h with many crashes 
- Merge for giant catalog (in 2 steps, using jobs): ~1h 
- Filter usable stars and prepare ubercal: ~1h 
- Solve : O(1h) for now, but not linear…
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tsolve ∝ N1.7
lines



- do more control plots 
- review selection: SNR, edge cuts, isolation, infobits

- iterate: cut bad data post-ubercal, outliers, bad chi2

- rerun for ztf-g and ztf-i 
- unlock selinv (broken for now on CC) 
- compare with MC 
- push for quadrant resolution: regularization, dense edges

- more seasons 
- complexify model : airmass, color

- many more stuff ! 

To-do


